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The rise in smartphone and tablet usage, coupled with increasing data speeds, both mobile and fixed, is contributing to a geometric increase in the consumption of data services, enabling the so-called customer “Digital Lifestyle”. Oracle has solved the issue facing many service providers today – how to effectively monetize data services to increase revenues.
White Paper
Download a PDF or read it here:
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Microart Services to manufacture ORAN radios for BMI
Posted on: April 10, 2024






Bluewaves Mobility Innovation (BMI) has announced that it has selected Microart Services from Markham, Ontario as its Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS) partner to manufacture its portfolio of next generation 4G
 Read more
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RADCOM renews partnership with Rakuten Mobile
Posted on: April 9, 2024






RADCOM has announced it has renewed its multi-year collaboration with Rakuten Mobile. The company will continue to provide current solution offerings and the collaboration will include advanced artificial intelligence (AI)-powered analytics
 Read more
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 MagazineVanillaPlus Issue 2 2024: iconectiv’s Mike O’Brien explains how verified identity will slam the door on fraud

 Read more
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 WebinarSecuring the Digital Frontier: Navigating Challenges and Best Practices in Digital Identity Verification

 Read more
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The Global Voice of Telecoms IT
VanillaPlus is the world-leading resource covering digital transformation for the communications industry. VanillaPlus brings you exclusive News, Expert Views, and Event Reviews. See Interviews from CEOs, CTOs, and COOs who are successfully transforming their business today.
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